WE ARE HIRING a postdoc!

JOIN ICHIM LAB!

what we do
We study cell death and its effectors (mitochondria and caspases) in the context of cancer. But we don’t do it like others: we are curious of how cell death can actually fuel oncogenesis.

who we are
New team, young and dynamic scientists with crazy ideas, tested in weird and incongruous models. With deep expertise!

you should apply if
you just finished (or just wrapping up) your PhD
you are highly motivated and know what MOMP is
... seriously: you LOVE cell death and want to use it to kill cancer
You are eager to learn new techniques and challenge yourself
You are a true collaborator and a team player
You are curious of trying new things!

what we can offer
A nice place to work at the CRCL (crcl.fr) in Lyon, the gastronomic capital of France (yes, it’s not Paris!)
A decent remuneration (2 years) and excellent core facilities!

If all this is YOU, send your CV!
... and a motivation letter
... and contacts of 2 referees
... and anything else that can help us know you better!
to gabriel.ichim@lyon.unicancer.fr (email subject: POSTDOC 2022)